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love the dropped and sloped ceilings that achieve room definition while sustaining  

saturation of natural light throughout each space.”

The homeowners also did not compromise on architectural integrity with a design by 

Croy D. Yee Architects. “The design was generated by the clients needs and the lot  

itself, which is shaped like a trapezoid and wider at the front,” explains Croy of the eye- 

catching façade that was influenced by the forms and massing generated from the site 

factors. “We drew upon the client’s Scandinavian background and affinity for natural 

materials. Sloped rooflines are common in the Netherlands and we wanted to harvest a 

lot of daylight, adding a skylight over the main staircase and using wood slat dividers, 

not walls, that would filter light to other areas.”

Evident from the exterior, the design emphasizes common areas with the main level 

exhibiting contrasting ceiling heights with sloped ceilings. “The design consists of three 

masses,” describes Croy. “On the west side we have the garage with a mezzanine level 

and a master bedroom mass behind in in a lower, flat-roofed area that faces south. On 

the east side is a rectangular form that contains the living room, den, and ding areas—a 

continuous core that allows light from the generous south-facing windows to penetrate 

the space. We had a great project team so there is continuity from the landscaping to the 

décor that is all sympathetic with the exterior.”

Desiring to age in place, a main level with owner’s suite, a light-infused walkout, and 

the full-length mezzanine atop of the garage all enjoy elevator access with a future-proof 

sensibility. Practical, yet ultimately functional, family gatherings were further a priority 

as it was designed for what they hoped, over the years, to achieve.
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We are proud distributors for

Calgary’s Premium Importer and Distributor of  
Porcelain Slabs and Large Format Tile
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Suitable for Showers, Fireplaces, Countertops,  
Backsplash, Hoodfans, and Floors.

Can also be used for exterior projects like bbq’s,  
wall cladding, fireplaces, patio furniture, fire tables 
and water features.

Over 70 color options available in Matte or  
Polished Finish.

Sourced and imported directly from Italy and Spain.

Lots of stock in our Calgary warehouse.

Showcasing millwork integration, this desk area 
in the den features wood grain millwork with alu-
minum finger pulls amidst oak hardwoods and fir 
baseboards. An onyx and bronze wall sconce con-
tinues the theme of  natural elements.

The superbly crafted staircase feature stainless steel 
stand-offs, 12-ml. glass inserts, and solid white oak 
Eastern stringers with a white oak, round railing.

This Savaria Eclipse home elevator is equipped 
with a geared traction drive system providing a 
smooth and quiet full automatic operation with 
a 1,000-pound capacity. This cab is finished with 
natural linen melamine, stainless steel fixtures, por-
celain floor tile, and is equipped with stainless steel 
finished, automatic bi-fold doors.


